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India suspends driver for letting a monkey “drive”

**KUWAIT** National Assembly Speaker Marzouk Al-Ghanim has condemned a Kuwaiti newspaper’s offensive remarks directed at “our brothers in Lebanon,” in a phone call with his Lebanese counterpart Nahid Ben on Friday. Al-Ghanim went on to underline the strength of relations between Kuwait and Beirut and Kuwait’s appreciation of the Lebanese parliament speaker.

In response, Ben said that “Astonishment of articles” would not affect the relationship between Kuwait and Beirut. Yesterday, Kuwait’s Deputy Foreign Minister Khalid Al-Jarallah voiced “categorical rejection” and deep regret over the incendiary article about the Lebanese parliament speaker.

**KUWAIT**

Minister Khalid Al-Jarallah voiced “categorical rejection” and deep regret over the incendiary article about the Lebanese parliament speaker. He reiterated that Kuwait is keen on having great relations with Lebanon and the official view of the State of Kuwait.

Kuwaiti newspaper’s offensive remarks directed at “our brothers in Lebanon,” in a phone call with his Lebanese counterpart Nahid Ben on Friday. Al-Ghanim went on to underline the strength of relations between Kuwait and Beirut and Kuwait’s appreciation of the Lebanese parliament speaker.

In response, Ben said that “Astonishment of articles” would not affect the relationship between Kuwait and Beirut. Yesterday, Kuwait’s Deputy Foreign Minister Khalid Al-Jarallah voiced “categorical rejection” and deep regret over the incendiary article about the Lebanese parliament speaker.

The options outlined only express the views of the writer and do not reflect the views of the Kuwaiti government, he highlighted.

In response to a query by the Kuwaiti Al-Jarallah said that Kuwait deeply regrets the offensive against our brothers in Lebanon”. Al-Jarallah stressed that the column does not reflect the official view of the State of Kuwait, Kuwaiti PM in coming days, relations with Lebanon and does not condemn offensive against it. He said that Kuwaiti PM in coming days, relations with Lebanon and does not condemn offensive against it. He said that Kuwaiti PM in coming days, relations with Lebanon and does not condemn offensive against it.

Another local quipped that the driver was being conducted. — AFP
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